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People-Focused Knowledge Management: How Effective Decision Making Leads to Corporate SuccessButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
The business environment has changed. Sharper competition requires organizations to exhibit greater effectiveness in their operations and services and faster creation of new products and servicesall hallmarks of the knowledge economy. Up until now, most of the knowledge management literature has focused on technology, systems, or culture. This book...
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Culture of Human Stem Cells (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first book to collect the most effective and cutting-edge methods and protocols for deriving and culturing human embryonic and adult stem cells—in one handy resource
This groundbreaking new book follows the tradition of previous books in the Culture of Specialized Cells series—each methods and protocols chapter is laid out...
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Human Cell Culture Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	A thoroughly revised and updated collection readily reproducible techniques for culturing human cells. This new edition includes a wide range of human cell types relevant to human disease and new chapters on fibroblasts, Schwann cells, gastric and colonic epithelial cells, and parathyroid cells. The protocols follow the successful Methods in...
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Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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The Rough Guide to Dominican RepublicRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to the Dominican Republic" is the definitive guide to this beautiful and fascinating place, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions. Discover the Dominican Republic's highlights with stunning photography and information on everything from the country's pine-forested mountain ranges...
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Theories of Crime Through Popular CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This textbook brings criminology theories to life through a wide range of popular works in film, television and video games including 13 Reasons Why, Game of Thrones, The Office, and Super Mario Bros, from a variety of contributors. It serves as an engaging and creative...
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Lead with a Story: A Guide to Crafting Business Narratives That Captivate, Convince, and InspireAMACOM, 2012

	Storytelling has come of age in the business world. Today, many of the most successful companies use storytelling as a leadership tool. At Nike, all senior executives are designated "corporate storytellers." 3M banned bullet points years ago and replaced them with a process of writing "strategic narratives." Procter &...
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Ethnic American Cooking: Recipes for Living in a New WorldRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2016

	Ethnic American Cooking: Recipes for Living in a New World is much more than a cookbook. It contains recipes from almost every nationality or ethnicity residing in the US and includes a brief introduction to understanding how those recipes represent that group’s food culture. It...
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Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through...
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Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine in OphthalmologyHumana Press, 2012

	In the last few decades, stem cell research has developed groundbreaking technologies

	to both study and treat diseases. This research has proven fruitful for

	the field of ophthalmology, especially in recent years. With its relative immune

	privilege, the eye has proven an ideal testing ground for stem cell therapies.


...
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Innovations in Rehabilitation Sciences Education: Preparing Leaders for the FutureSpringer, 2005

	The genesis of this book arose from our educational consultations with many physiotherapy

	and occupational therapy colleagues around the world. In the course of presenting

	workshops that were primarily focused on problem-based learning (PBL), it

	became very clear to us that educators in the rehabilitation sciences were very...
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